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Abstract— Swimming microrobots have the potential to be
used in medical applications such as targeted drug delivery.
The challenges for navigating microrobots in the human body
lie not only in the viscosity of body fluids but also in the
existence of different types of fibers and cells such as blood cells
or protein strands. This paper investigates artificial bacterial
flagella (ABFs), which are helical microrobots actuated by
an external magnetic field, in methyl cellulose solutions of
different concentrations. It can be shown that the microrobots
can be propelled in these gel-like heterogeneous solutions and
successful swimming was demonstrated in solutions with a
viscosity of more than 20 times that of water. Furthermore,
results indicate that the existence of fibers can help ABFs
swim more effectively, which agrees with previous experimental
results reported for natural bacteria.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wirelessly actuated microrobots have great potential to be
used in medical applications such as targeted drug delivery
or minimally invasive surgery [1]–[3]. There are many dif-
ferent fluid environments in the human body, such as the
cerebrospinal fluid, the vitreous humor or blood to name
just a few. Microrobots have to be able to navigate in these
complex environments (see Fig. 1). Viscosity is a measure
of how fluids behave under shear stresses, and Newtonian
fluids are characterized by a linear relationship, i.e. constant
viscosity, between shear rate and applied shear stress. Fluids
that exhibit a non-linear relationship between their shear rate
response to shear stresses are called Non-Newtonian fluids.

Body fluids contain molecules and cells that fulfill im-
portant functions, e.g. oxygen transport by red blood cells
(RBCs). These fibers and microparticles influence the prop-
erties of the fluid, such as increasing the viscosity (e.g.
blood [4] or cerebrospinal fluid [5]) and influencing the
shear response such that the fluid exhibits Non-Newtonian
characteristics (e.g. vitreous humor [6]). The challenge is
to be able to provide the forces and torques to actuate
microrobots in these fluid environments. The microrobots
have to overcome the increased viscosity and additional
interactions between the microrobotic agent and the fibers
can occur (see Fig. 1b inset).

Artificial bacterial flagella (ABFs) are helical microrobots
actuated by a uniform rotating magnetic field [7], [8]. They
mimic the propulsion mechanism of bacteria such as E.
coli that use helical flagella for motion generation. Potential
applications range from medical application to manipulation
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Fig. 1. Challenges for microrobots employed in the human body. (a)
Schematic of a robot inside the blood stream. Blood cells can obstruct the
propulsion and could potentially become damaged. (b) Schematic of an eye
indicating the fibers inside the vitreous humor. Inset shows a 2.4mm long
screw-type microrobot inside porcine vitreous humor. After several rotations
large collagen fibers wrap around the microrobot.

tasks in vitro [9], [10]. Due to their size, both bacteria and
ABFs swim at a low Reynolds (Re) number regime, where
inertial effects are considered negligible and swimming
propulsion is based on the anisotropic drag on the helical
filament [11], [12]. In 1979 Berg and Turner showed that E.
coli and other types of bacteria can swim more efficiently
in high viscosity gel-forming fluids than in water [13].
They reasoned that the fibers in the fluid influence the drag
anisotropy allowing the filaments to “screw” more efficiently
through the liquid than expected from the macroscopically
measured viscosity [14], [15]. Recent publication have shown
that swimming in viscoelastic, i.e. Non-Newtonian, fluids can
also enhance the propulsion efficiency of microorganisms
[16], [17].

Methyl cellulose (MC) is a molecule with long unbranched
polymers which creates a gel-like fluid when mixed with
water. At low concentrations, MC solutions are considered
Newtonian, but at concentrations larger than 0.5% w/v
the MC solutions become Non-Newtonian [18]. Berg and
Turner’s results showed that E. coli bacteria swim more
efficiently even at concentrations of MC below 0.5% w/v.
This paper investigates ABFs in three MC solutions of
different concentrations ranging from 0.2% w/v to 0.6% w/v.
The viscosities, measured at low shear rates, range from
4.9 to 22.1 [mPa·s] and successful swimming could be
shown in all three environments. The results are promising
when compared to the viscosities expected in some body
fluid environments, such as cerebrospinal fluid or blood,
which have a viscosity of approximately 1 and 4 [mPa·s],
respectively [4], [5].



II. VISCOUS ENVIRONMENTS

A. Newtonian and Non-Newtonian Fluids

The viscosity η [Pa·s] of a liquid represents the relation-
ship between the shear stress τ [Pa] and shear rate ∂u/∂y
[1/s] in a fluid (see Fig. 2a):

τ = η
∂u
∂y

(1)

A liquid is considered Newtonian when η remains con-
stant and Non-Newtonian if η changes. The viscosity can
change in different ways, and different types of Non-
Newtonian fluids can be defined, such as ‘shear-thinning’ and
‘shear-thickening’ fluids or ‘viscoplastic’ and ‘viscoelastic’
fluids, etc. (see Fig. 2b). The reason for Non-Newtonian
behavior can be found in the microscopic structure within
the fluids. For example, they may contain polymer chains,
large molecules, fibers or microparticles. These structures
can become deformed, stretched, or re-aligned and, hence,
bias the response of the fluid under shear forces [19]. A
simple means to measure viscosity is by applying a shear
rate between two parallel plates and measuring the shear
forces. In order to characterize viscoelastic fluids, oscillating
measurements are used to determine both the plastic and
elastic properties of such complex fluids.

B. Fluids in the Human Body

There are many areas in the human body where mi-
crorobots can be employed, e.g. in the spine and brain
(cerebrospinal fluid), in the urinary tract, blood stream, or
human eye (vitreous humor) [1]. Body fluids often contain
molecules and cells which influence the viscosity. The con-
centration of proteins and red blood cells, for example, has
been shown to influence the viscosity of cerebrospinal fluid
[5]. Blood can be modeled with a Newtonian viscosity for
flows in large arteries, but this approximation fails to hold
for the flow in capillaries where the diameter of the blood
vessel is similar in scale to the individual RBCs. The vitreous
humor is an even more complex fluid, exhibiting viscoelastic
properties and containing collagen fibers [2], [6].

C. Motion in Heterogeneous Fluids

It is important to consider both the macroscopic viscosity
of fluids as well as the interactions at a molecular and micro-
structural level. Berg and Turner reported that Leptospira, a
slender helical bacterium, can swim faster in Non-Newtonian
than in Newtonian fluids. Furthermore, they presented exper-
imental data showing that E. coli bacteria move with increas-
ing efficiency in MC solutions of increasing concentrations
[13]. By considering the microscopic structure of the fluids,
this interesting result was attributed to the following effects.
First, these bacteria are small enough to fit through the fiber
network and swim as if they were in the low viscosity solvent
rather than experiencing the macroscopic viscosity of the
solution. This alone would not account for an increase in
efficiency. Additionally, the fibers provide a means for the
bacteria to “push” themselves forward, resulting in a motion

Fig. 2. Viscosity of fluids. (a) A schematic of a simple shear flow between
a stationary (bottom) and moving (top) plate. The shear stress τ is given
by the force F applied over an area A. (b) Newtonian (linear) and Non-
Newtonian types of shear stress to shear rate relationships.

that is more similar to the motion of a corkscrew in solid
matter rather than in a fluid [13]–[15] (see Fig. 3).

III. METHODS
A. Methyl Cellulose Preparation

A stock solution of MC in deionized (DI) water with a
mass concentration of 1% w/v was prepared. First, 300ml of
DI water at 65◦C was mixed with 3g of MC (Sigma Aldrich).
The mixture was stirred vigorously for a few seconds to
wet all the MC. Then the mixture was stirred overnight at
approximately 300 rpm at room temperature. The desired
mass concentrations of 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6% w/v were achieved
by diluting the 1% w/v MC solution with DI water. In order
to minimize the number of large fibers in the mixture and to
enhance the homogeneity of the solution, the MC solutions
were filtered. A rough filtering was first performed with a
paper coffee filter. Subsequently, a filter with a pore size of 4-
5µm (Schlichter&Schuell Rundfilter) was used. The mixture
was stored at 2◦C.

B. ABF Fabrication

The ABFs were fabricated using a 3D direct laser writing
(DLW) [20] tool by Nanoscribe GmbH according to the
detailed fabrication method presented by Tottori et al. [21].
Fig. 4a shows the typical steps of the ABF fabrication. First,
a droplet of IP-L (Nanoscribe GmbH) is placed on a glass
slide and inserted into the DLW machine. The IP-L solidifies
at the focal point of the laser by two-photon-polymerization
(TPP). The piezo-actuated stage can be moved in three
dimensions to achieve arbitrary designs. In a second step, the
sample is rinsed with isopropyl alcohol and dried. In a final
step, a 100nm layer of nickel and a 5nm layer of titanium
are deposited by electron beam evaporation. Fig. 4b shows a
scanning electron micrograph (SEM) image of the final array
of ABFs.

Fig. 3. Schematic representations of E. coli bacteria swimming in (a) water
and (b) gel-forming fluids. A bacterium can exploit the fiber structures inside
the gel-type fluid and swim more efficiently than in water [13].



Fig. 4. Polymer artificial bacterial flagella. (a) Fabrication of helical
microstructures written by a laser. A two-photon polymerization occurs at
the focal point, solidifying the IP-L (Nanoscribe GmbH). Arrays of ABFs
are written and, after rinsing, a Ni/Ti bilayer is deposited by electron beam
evaporation. (b) Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) image of an array
of fabricated ABFs. The scale bar corresponds to 20 µm. Inset shows an
individual ABF and its geometrical dimensions.

C. Actuation of ABFs

ABFs are actuated by uniform rotating magnetic fields.
The magnetic field ~B magnetizes the nickel and a torque ~TM
is induced that acts to align the magnetization of the ABF
~M with the magnetic field

~TM =V · ~M×~B (2)

V is the volume of the magnetic material. The magnetization
of the nickel coated helical polymer body is not trivial to
model, and Tottori et al. [21] presented some experimental
data on how helical bodies magnetize. It has been shown
previously that ABFs wobble at low frequencies and high
magnetic fields. When they are actuated at high frequencies,
however, their swimming motion stabilizes such that they
rotate around their helical axis [21], [22].

D. Experimental Setup and Analysis

In order to generate uniform rotating magnetic fields a
Helmholtz coil setup, which has three orthogonal coil pairs
placed around the experimental tank, was used. The tank had
dimensions 3cm (length) × 1.5cm (width) × 3mm (height),
and both the substrate with the fabricated microrobot arrays
and a clean Si-wafer surface were placed inside next to each
other. Individual ABFs were picked and placed manually
by a tungsten probe from the array and placed on the Si
surface. The coils and tank were placed under a microscope

with a 480 × 640 pixel camera mounted for recording. The
individual images from the recording were saved together
with pixel size and time stamp information. A custom
program written in MATLAB was used to track the initial
and end position of the robot in the images and calculate the
forward velocity. More details on the experimental setup can
be found in previous publications [7], [22].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Viscosity Measurements

The viscosity of all three MC solutions was measured at
room temperature in a rotational viscometer (Physica UDS
200, Paar Physica). Fig. 5 shows the measured shear stresses
at different shear rates for the three MC concentrations.
According to [18] the MC was expected to be Newtonian
at concentrations below 0.5% w/v and Non-Newtonian at
higher concentrations. The measurement of the 0.4% w/v MC
shows a linear behavior as expected, however, the 0.2% w/v
MC is not entirely linear and shows a slight shear thickening
behavior. The 0.6% w/v MC shows a nonlinear behavior as
expected. To calculate the viscosity of the three solutions,
(1) was used with the values from the measurements at the
lowest two shear rates. The resulting viscosity values are
shown in Table I.

B. Swim Tests

To test the swim performance of ABFs in the MC, they
were actuated at a constant field strength and rotational
frequency, and the velocity measured from the video. Vari-
ations in the individual robot design, for example due to
the microfabrication process, could lead to different swim
performances. Hence, each measurement was done several
times with three to four microrobot prototypes taken from
the same array to minimize the variance. Fig. 6 shows
the measured velocities at different magnetic field input
frequencies. In each concentration the experiments were run
at two different magnetic field strengths of 4mT and 8mT.

Fig. 5. Viscosity Measurement of Methyl cellulose at different concen-
trations. % MC in the legend is short for % w/v MC in DI water. Non-
Newtonian behavior was observed at high concentration of MC (0.6% w/v),
but also at low viscosities (0.2% w/v) a shear thickening effect can be
discerned.



TABLE I
VISCOSITY OF MC

MC concentration Viscosity [mPa·s]
0.2% w/v 4.9
0.4% w/v 13.2
0.6% w/v 22.1

The peak velocity occurs at the stepout frequency, which
increases with magnetic field strength and decreases with
MC concentration. The slope of the velocity should be
constant for different field strengths, which is recognizable in
Fig. 6a and 6b for the 0.4 and 0.6% w/v MC concentrations.
The experimental results in 0.2% w/v MC are presented in
Fig. 6c. These results exhibit a larger variance in the slope
as well as the stepout frequency values.

V. DISCUSSION
A. Helical Propulsion Model

The motion model for helical propulsion at low Reynolds
number can be approximated by a 1D ‘propulsion matrix’
[11]. Instead of looking at the motion in 3D, this model only
considers the rotation around and the translation along the
helical axis. At low Re numbers inertial effects are consid-
ered negligible and a linear relationship between the force
and torque and velocity and rotational speed is expected,
which is captured in the propulsion matrix:(

F
T

)
=

(
a b
b c

)(
u
f

)
(3)

where F and T are an external force and torque, and u
and f are the velocity and rotational frequency, respectively.
The coefficients a, b and c are scalars and can be found by
establishing the force and torque equilibrium in the direction
of the helical axis. Note that the frequency in the propulsion
matrix (3) is commonly given by ω = 2π f in radians per
second. Here, the frequency f [Hz] is chosen as the magnetic
actuation in the experiments is represented in hertz as well.
The factor 2π can be thought of being incorporated in the
parameters a, b and c.

Assuming that there is no external force in the direction
of the helical axis, which is reasonable when the microrobot
swims horizontally, the first line of (3) can be written as

u =−b
a
· f (4)

which shows a linear relationship between the frequency
f and velocity v, which was observed in the experiments
in Fig. 6 in the region before the stepout frequency. The
stepout frequency is reached when the drag torque, which
increases with rotational frequency, exceeds the maximal
applicable magnetic torque TMmax. TMmax is given by (2),
hence, is determined by the applied field strength and the
robot magnetization, which itself is a function of the material
and size of the microrobot. The stepout frequency fmax is
therefore

fmax =
a

ac−b2 ·TMmax (5)

Fig. 6. Swim tests in different MC concentrations. Swim velocity
measurements in (a) 0.6% w/v MC, (b) 0.4% w/v MC and (c) 0.2% w/v.
Swim tests were conducted at 4mT and 8mT in all three concentrations. At
low viscosities higher step-out frequencies can be reached. Inset in (a) shows
a video excerpt of a swim experiment, showing the translational motion for
a given rotational field input.

The parameters that contribute to a, b and c are the fluid
viscosity η and the geometrical parameters of the helix, i.e.
the helix length and radius, the filament radius, and the
helicity angle. For a Newtonian liquid a, b and c are all
linearly dependent on the viscosity, such that they can be
written as:

a = η ·α
b = η ·β
c = η · γ

(6)

where α , β , and γ contain all the geometric parameters.

B. Velocity Slope

It is apparent that for a Newtonian liquid, where (6) is
valid, the constant viscosity η cancels out in (4) and the
slope of the frequency-velocity plot is only a function of the
geometric parameters and not of the viscosity

u =−β

α
· f (7)



For Non-Newtonian fluids or Newtonian fluids containing
polymer molecules, however, the assumption of (6) does not
necessarily hold true. Fibers in the fluid can change the drag
on the helix filament in an inhomogeneous way, which would
lead to different apparent viscosities in the coefficients a, b,
and c such that b/a 6= β/α [14].

The slopes of the frequency-velocity plots were measured
from the experimental data and the averaged values are
shown in Fig. 7. In addition to the data of the swim tests in
MC, measurements of the slope of swim tests in DI water are
included. The viscosity of water was not measured, but the
approximate value of 1mPa·s at room temperature was taken
for the graph. As mentioned in the experimental section, the
velocity slope was not expected to change with magnetic
field strengths. In the experiments in water and 0.2% w/v MC
solution, however, a change in the slope is noticeable. This
could be attributed to the fact that swimming at high fields
and low viscosity enhances the wobbling, a phenomenon
reported in previous publications [21], [22], which in turn
decreases the forward velocity propulsion.

1) Results in MC: It can be seen that the slopes do not
change significantly between the Newtonian (0.4% w/v) and
Non-Newtonian MC (0.6% w/v) concentration. Instead, an
increase of the slope occurs between the experiments in the
lowest viscosity (0.2% w/v) and the experiments in the higher
viscosities (0.4 and 0.6% w/v), which is similar to the results
reported for bacteria in viscous environments. This indicates
that helical microrobots could not only potentially navigate
body fluids, but could possibly do so more efficiently than
in fiber-free liquids.

Despite the higher concentration of fibers in the 0.6% w/v
solution than the 0.4% w/v solution, the velocity slope
remains approximately constant. A possible explanation is
that the 0.4% w/v solution is already quite saturated with
fibers in comparison to the size of the microrobot. Berg
and Turner [13] suggested that E. coli swim with their
helical tail through the MC solution as if it were a porous
medium. The bacteria are able to move between the fibers
of the MC, and in doing so, they do not encounter the
macroscopic viscosity of the MC solution, but rather swim
or glide in the space between the fibers. Even though the
ABF prototypes presented in this work have a similar overall
size compared to E. coli bacteria, the filament is thicker
by one order of magnitude or more. A single flagellum
has a thickness of only 20nm. While an E. coli bacterium
swims, several flagella bundle together which increases the
apparent thickness of the helical tail by a small factor. The
filament of the ABF, on the other hand, is around 1µm,
and this filament thickness is difficult to decrease with the
TPP fabrication method, as the line resolution is limited.
It is therefore perceivable that, due to the larger filament
thickness, the ABFs cannot move through the fiber network
as easily as bacteria can.

2) Results in water: The velocity slopes in water seem
to be higher then in MC, however comparisons have to be
made carefully, as the results for water were taken from swim
experiments near a solid surface whereas the tests in MC

Fig. 7. Slope comparison at different concentrations and field strengths.
The experimental data in water was taken from swim experiments near a
solid surface which increases the slope. The velocity slopes measured in
the lowest MC concentration and water are not constant for different field
strengths.

were conducted away from the surface. Motion near a solid
surface influences the propulsion and the efficiency of helical
swimming increases compared to swimming in free space.
Furthermore, an apparent drag imbalance near boundaries
leads a circular swim trajectory in bacteria [23], or a linear
drift in ABFs [22]. In order to compare the swim results in
DI to the ones in the MC solutions, more swim tests in water
have to be conducted at a larger distance from the substrate
surface.

C. Step-Out Frequency

The stepout frequency is another important parameter to
study. Assuming a Newtonian fluid with constant viscosity,
(5) can be rewritten using (6):

fmax =
α

η(αγ−β 2)
·TMmax (8)

For a given magnetic field and, therefore, maximum magnetic
torque, (8) can be written in the simplified form

fmax =
C
η

(9)

where the constant C contains all the parameters α , β , γ

and TMmax. From (9) it can immediately be seen that the
stepout frequency is inversely proportional to the viscosity
in a Newtonian fluid. Fig. 8 shows the stepout frequencies
for the different MC concentrations and at two different
field strengths of 4mT and 8mT. The average values of
the experimental data were taken and the error bars show
the standard deviation. The theoretical curve from (9) was
plotted with the experimental data for both the experiments
at field strengths of 4mT and the 8mT. The constant C
was calculated using the data point at 0.4% w/v, as this
solution showed the most linear, i.e. Newtonian, behavior
in the viscosity measurement.

C4mT = 12.0×0.01318 = 0.316 [Pa]
C8mT = 24.0×0.01318 = 0.158 [Pa] (10)



Fig. 8. Stepout frequencies at different viscosities. The values correspond
to the averaged values of three measurements and the error bars represent
± one standard deviation. The line fit is according to (9) with the parameter
C4mT and C8mT calculated in (10).

It can be seen that the fitted curves fmax{4mT,8mT} =
C{4mT,8mT}/η agree well with the experimental data, in
particular with the data at 8mT where the fit is almost perfect.
There is, however, some deviation for the data at 4mT at a
low MC concentration. The stepout frequency is a measure
of how much torque has to be provided to propel the ABF.
As (9) is valid for a Newtonian liquid, it is assumed that
the fluid drag that the ABFs encounters in the MC solutions
is similar to what is expected in a Newtonian fluid and the
Non-Newtonian behavior is not very prominent.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

ABFs are magnetically actuated microrobots that mimic
the propulsion method of bacteria such as the E. coli by using
a helical shape for motion generation. Potential applications
for these wireless microrobots include medical interventions,
for example, as carriers for targeted drug delivery. The
challenges lie in actuating ABFs in body fluids, which
contain molecules and cells that influence the viscosity and
swim behavior of ABFs. Previous publications showed that
bacteria can swim more efficiently in structured viscous
environments, such as in MC.

In this paper swim tests of ABFs in three concentra-
tions of MC in DI water, namely 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6% w/v,
have been presented. The viscosities were measured to
be approximately 5, 13 and 22mPa·s. Initial results imply
that the microrobots swim better in the high concentration
MC (0.4 and 0.6% w/v) than in the lower 0.2% w/v MC
concentration. This result agrees with the behavior reported
for bacteria. Furthermore, the result indicates that ABFs
can swim well in viscosities over 20 times that of water
(approximately 1mPa·s at room temperature). This compares
favorably with viscosities encountered in some of the fluids
in the human body, such as blood (approximately 4mPa·s)
and cerebrospinal fluid (approximately 1mPa·s). As the mi-
crostructures (molecules, cells) in body fluids vary from the
MC structure, further investigations are necessary in order to
make a conclusive statement on the swimming capabilities
of ABFs in a specific body fluid environment.
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